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کامل درس اول دوازدهمتست   

ریدینگ و کلوز -گرامر -لغت  

 طراح: دکتر حمیدرضا قبادی راد

Vocabulary and Grammar 

1.The windows ------------------------ recently. 

a) cleaned        b) was cleaned         c) have cleaned     d) have been cleaned 

2.Graham Bell --------------------------- telephone many years ago. 

a) invent         b) invented     c) was invented         d) has been invented 

3.Your dad isn't from London originally, ----------------------------? 

a) is he            b) does he             c) is your dad            d) doesn't he 

4.It's raining now; ----------------- we won't go out. 

a) and                              b) or                   c) but                      d) so 

5.My sister -------------------------- in 2010. 

a) born            b) was bore              c) were born                  d) was born 

6.My grandmother is ----------------- of hearing. She can’t hear well. 

a) tough                    b) rough                        c) difficult                     d) hard 

7.France is a/an ----------------------------- holiday destination. 

a) abroad           b) wonderful            c) dedicated                     d) polite 

Reading Comprehension 

Some people think that sports and games are not important things to 

do; they like going to the cinema, listening to the tapes or sleeping. But sports 

and games are really necessary for every young person, especially for students 

who put their mind to studying. 

Sports and games make our bodies strong and keep us healthy. But 

these are not their only uses. In their lessons at school, boys and girls learn 

about the usefulness of working together, but what is learned in books cannot 

have the same deep effect as what is learned in group work. 

 

 

❶ According to the passage, playing sports and games is a ………… for 

young people. 

1) case 2) waste 3) need 4) study 
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❷ According to the passage, those who do sports and games are usually 

……….… than other people. 

1) younger 2) stronger   3) braver  4) more important 

❸ What the student learns by experience when playing a game ……….. . 

1) is more effective than what he learns in books.  

2) may have no important effect on him or her. 

3) is not as important as what he or she studies.  

4) can be less effective than books in a person's life 

Cloze Test 

The changes in the twentieth century have not all been good ones. The two 

great wars.... 1....hunger, illness, sadness and death to millions of people all 

…2.... the world. Men will never be able to enjoy ……3.... that life has to offer 

unless they can learn to live at ….4.... with each other. 

 

❶ a) taken           b) caught     c) brought     d) lost 

❷ a) from              b) along         c) within        d) over 

❸ a) happiness    b) basis         c) health       d) honesty 

❹ a) place             b) pace          c) piece          d) peace 
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